
Understanding the concept of DYNAMIC DEVIATION
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Formula: Target Loudness minus TP headroom (limited up to 0dBFS)

The Dynamic Margin is the available “space” between “permitted” maximum True Peak level 
and set Target Loudness. You define this space by setting TP Threshold and Target Loudness to 
your desired values. In the example at left, you see TP Threshold set to -0.5dB and Target 
Loudness set to -12LUFS. This gives you a Dynamic Margin of 11.5 dB (or LU). By skillful use of 
compressors and a limiter you control your audio so that it fits into the Dynamic Margin. If this is 
the case, DYNAMIC DEVIATION displays 0 LU

To obtain valid Dynamic Deviation values, follow these steps:
1. Insert a limiter prior to your DRM2 instance, and adjust the limiter’s output ceiling according 
to the set TP Threshold. The limiter’s output ceiling and TP Threshold should be equal.

2. Play the loudest part of your song in a loop, and pre–adjust peak structure so that the TP 
Threshold will be hit occasionally.

3. Set “Dynamic Margin” by defining TP Threshold and Target Loudness. Control handles for 
both are on the front panel or settable directly on the back panel.

4. Set D-Mode to Short–term Loudness. This gives you a good estimate of your loudness 
structure in conjunction with set Target Loudness.

5. Play the track’s loudest part in a loop. Negative or red values indicate the amount of Dynamic 
Margin which is “wasted” in conjunction with your set Target Loudness. A red -2 LU means that 
your song is about 2 LU louder than your set Target Loudness. Positive or green values indicate 
that you have not reached the set Target Loudness. +2 LU means that your master is currently 2 
LU more dynamic than your set loudness goal.

6. Use a brickwall limiter and adjust input level and output ceiling while monitoring your 
maximum peak values and the Short–term bar graphs. The Dynamic Deviation value will guide 
you towards the proper leveling strategy. Use loudness compensated A/B to make meaningful 
judgments and increase “Dynamic Margin,” via lower Target Loudness, if you feel that your 
master lacks dynamic integrity.

7. Remember to reset DRM2 after you have made limiter adjustments to your peak structure.



Examples of DYNAMIC DEVIATION calculation
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LUFS (Short-term): -14LUFS
minus TP: -0.5dB = 13.5

13.5 – 11.5 (Dynamic Margin)
= +2LU DYNAMIC DEVIATION

1.

2. 3. 4.

DYNAMIC DEVIATION 0LU

DYNAMIC
DEVIATION +2LU

LUFS (Short-term): -12LUFS
minus TP: -0.5dB = 11.5

11.5 – 11.5 (Dynamic Margin)
= 0LU DYNAMIC DEVIATION

DYNAMIC
DEVIATION +2.5LU DYNAMIC

DEVIATION +0.5LU

LUFS (Short-term): -14LUFS
minus TP: +0dB* = 14

14 – 11.5 (Dynamic Margin)
= +2.5LU DYNAMIC DEVIATION

LUFS (Short-term): -14LUFS
minus TP: -2dB = 12

12 – 11.5 (Dynamic Margin)
= +0.5LU DYNAMIC DEVIATION

*+1dBTP = +0dB
because positive TP values are not considered

(because they reflect distortion potential rather than dynamic)
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LUFS (Short-term): -10LUFS
minus TP: -0.5dB = 9.5

9.5 – 11.5 (Dynamic Margin)
= -2LU DYNAMIC DEVIATION

1.

5. 6. 7.

DYNAMIC DEVIATION 0LU

DYNAMIC
DEVIATION -2LU

LUFS (Short-term): -12LUFS
minus TP: -0.5dB = 11.5

11.5 – 11.5 (Dynamic Margin)
= 0LU DYNAMIC DEVIATION

DYNAMIC
DEVIATION -3LU DYNAMIC

DEVIATION -2LU

LUFS (Short-term): -9.5LUFS
minus TP: -1dB = 8.5

8.5 – 11.5 (Dynamic Margin)
= -3LU DYNAMIC DEVIATION

LUFS (Short-term): -9.5LUFS
minus TP: -0dB = 9.5

9.5 – 11.5 (Dynamic Margin)
= -2LU DYNAMIC DEVIATION

*+1dBTP = +0dB
because positive TP values are not considered

(because they reflect distortion potential rather than dynamic)
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Obstacles & Trouble Shooting
When you follow the initially mentioned guideline, DYNAMIC DEVIATION should work well 

in most situations. Be aware though that metering and particularly loudness metering is a 

beast. We have summarized a bunch of tips which may help if you have trouble 

interpreting the value readings.

• Due to the nature of loudness measurements, DYNAMIC DEVIATION (DD) works more 

consistently the louder or more constant the measured audio is. By the way, this should 

not encourage you to make your content louder!

• On balance, the more macro dynamics your audio has, the more inconsistent the DD 

values may vary.

• Be aware that music distribution platforms measure based on slightly varying Loudness 

Normalization norms. LUi is one of them. It´s no new esoteric discipline to perfectly hit 

Spotify Loudness Normalization. It´s more about finding a good sweet spot for your 

masters to find a good middle way to feed all platforms.

• Be aware that the more macro dynamic your audio has, which is usually a good thing, 

your LUi value may drop relative to your measured Short-term Loudness within your 

loudest part. In other words: If your music is very macro–dynamic and you read e.g. -

12LUFS on your Short-term level (in the loudest parts), your integrated or Program 

Loudness may be between -13 and -14LUFS. Gather some experience by comparing your 

Short-term Loudness values with the LUFSi (Program Loudness) values.

•When you change your peak structure (peak headroom) on your limiter, you need to 

reset DRM2 so that the DD algorithm can recognize the changed peak structure. We 

deliberately have not implemented an automatic peak detection update into the algorithm 

because this would not work on audio material with a lot of macro dynamics, and thus a 

changing peak structure within a song.

• Finally don´t get too obsessed getting DD to perfect zero! It´s just a supporting tool. In

the final analysis, use your judgement based on experience and ears.

• Based on user feedback, we may further optimize the DD algorithm. Stay tuned!


